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using the rapid-application development (rad) method, it is possible to develop a prototype of an aidc software
application in less than three months. the goal of the two-day aidc prototype development course is to teach

participants how to effectively develop an aidc prototype or application in less than three months for a technology
demonstration at a customer site or a focus group session. in addition, the course provides participants with the
knowledge and skills to implement their application on their own pc, so they can share their prototype with their
customers. education and awareness is the most important part of any successful program. learn how to create,

manage, and use an aidc solution in your organization. whether it’s someone who has a general understanding of
what aidc is, or someone who is starting a new project or considering an aidc upgrade, a one-day workshop at the
intel aidc summit is the perfect place to start. gigatronics solutions provides aidc solutions for more than 100,000

customers. learn how a proven path to success includes creating a strong technical, business, and sales
foundation. visions such as mobile, internet of things, and autonomous vehicles all require more than just the right

hardware and software; customers need to understand how to apply aidc solutions in a way that is easy to
integrate. we offer multiple courses that are designed to help you succeed. at the aidc technologies summit, the

attendees will be able to: learn the aidc specifications and how they are different from other systems, view the use
cases and real-world applications that are available today, build aidc prototypes using technology kits available

from the aidc technology summit, and work on a cloud implementation of aidc.
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